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cabinet full of familiar.faces

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

Student body President-Elect Jeff Laing announced all but two of his cabinet appointments at
:rhursday's student senate meeting.
His appointments are: Scott Pruitt, chief of staff;
J effMeadows,judicial advisor; Bob Shafer, comptroller; Lori Dickes, attorney general; and Dana Boyte,
director of student lobbying.

All five served in student government during the
1989-90 year. Boyte, Dickes and Shafer hold the
same positions in the current SG administration. ·
Pruitt is currently SG public relations director and
Meadows served as assistant chief elections commissioner.
The appointments wi11 not be official until the student senate confirms them this summer. Confirmation requires a two-thirds vote from the senate~
Two offices-director of vice presidential affairs

(DVPA) ~d public'relations director-have not been
filled. Laing said Tuesday he was leaving the decision
on DVPA up to Vice President-Elect Jason DiBona.
"That's his right hand man," Laing said.
He said no decision has been made about public
relations director because several people have applied for the position.
"We'te trying to make the best decision possible,"
Laing said. "We have remodeled it from just an ad
bureau to an actual public relations office," he said.

Cunningham, new faculty
senate chair, plans to keep
ties with leaders, students
The senate also tries to look at students' issues from a faculty point of
view, and invites input from students
The faculty senate elected Dr. Glenn about their issues and problems.
"I'd like to see the faculty maintain
Cunningham as their new chairman at
their April 12 meeting.
its rather unique relationship we have
Cunningham succeeded Dr. Rosie been able to develop with the stuJ oels, who served as chair for three dents," Cunningham said. "We've put a
years.
lot into undergraduate education, and
Cunningham has 10 years of experi- it is difficult to maintain this as UCF
ence on the faculty senate and has also gets larger."
In his brief speech before the voting
served as vice chairman.
Cunningham said one of his major took place, Cunningham said the senconcerns is maintaining faculty in- ate needs to remember that people are
volvement in the administration as the important, especial1y the undergraduates.
university continues to grow.
'fW e need to stay friends as well as
He called the senate pro-active as
mentors with our
wen as reactive.
students," Cun"We do what we
ningham said.
can in cooperation
The senate also
with the admini- "I'd like to see the faculty
elected Dr. Robert
stration to let maintain its rather unique
Flick, a professor
·people know our relationship with the stuof philosophy and
needs, and also
humanities, to
react to needs dents. We've put a lot into
the position of
brought forth by undergraduate education,
vice-chair. Flick
the faculty during and it is difficult to maintain
said he would not
the year," Cunthis as UCF gets larger."
look past the senningham said.
-Dr. Glenn Cunningham ate, but would lisCunningham
said the senate
faculty senate chairman ten to what they
had to say.
tries to get inDr. Karen Bifo 1ved in all aspects of university life from the stand- raimah of educational foundations was
point of policy. Also, he said the pur- chosen by the senate to serve as the
pose of the faculty senate is to give new secretary. In other business, Dr.
faculty input in the administration of Steven Altman spoke about his decithe university, not only at the local sion to ·accept the University Club's
donation.
level, but at the state level as well.
The faculty senate had decided UCF
The senate tries to get more funding
in several areas, one of which is sala- should not accept the money because
the club had no women or Africanries.
"We want to make our faculty's sala- American members. Altman chose_to
ries competitive with other colleges accept the money.
and universities," Cunningham said.
"I tried to do the right thing as the
The senate would also like to see the way I saw it after collecting lots of
university get more funding for equip- data," Altman said. "I don't take such
matters lightly."
ment.
"In some departments, we need to
Altman said he intended to work
have current, modern equipment for closely with the new senate, which he
the benefit of the students," Cunning- called the key body for faculty government.
ham said.
by Joelle Subourne
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EYE ON THE BALL
Frank Mariano (front) attempts to volley over Joe Weinstein playing defense at the
net. They were playing in a pick-up match at the r.AE house on Tuesday.

Staeger charged with
2nd-degree murder
by Jamie Carte
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Publication Notice
Today is the last issue of The Central Florida uture for the
spring semester. We will resume publication on May 16 for the
summer. During the summer, The Future will be published
weekly on Wednesdays.

The Orange County Sheriffs depart~
ment charged Bryan Charles Staeger,
a UCF sophomore, for the attack on
Wayne Steven Austin that occurred
just past midnight on April 6.
Staeger, who goes by Bart, turned
himself in to authorities at 6 p.m. on
April 11 at the Orange County Jail. He
was accompanied by his attorney.

He was released on $20,000 bond
and charged with the second-degree
murder of 23-year-old Austin, at Hot
Shots Billiards & Games on the corner
of Alafaya Trail and Colonial Drive.
Austin, a hemophiliac, was karate
kicked in the head.
After remaining in a coma for two
days, Austin died on April 8 from the
blow to the head.
see AUSTIN page 4
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Michelob Dry Waterski Tour
May 4th - 6th, 1990

•

•

Held at Barnett Park, .behind Central Florida Fairgrounds
Gates open at 9:00 a.m.
Island· Breeze Reggae Band on Saturday
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Bikers face
problems with
construction
by Joelle Subourne

•

•

•
•
•
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Now that construction is in full swing on Alafaya
Trail, university officials ar e again confronted with
the problems associated with bike-riding students.
They want to en courage student s to u se th eir bikes
as a form of transportation to campus, but the hazards of the construction and the chances of students
finding a spot to park their bike discourage many
students from doing so.
"We encourage students to ride their bikes,"
stressed Mike Spinnato, campus civil engineer. "We
wish students would ride more. We would love for
them to ride more."
The need for new parking lots, which is a complaint of many drivers, would be lessened, Spinnato
said, if more students were biking instead of driving.
But in addition to the parking problem for cars, he
said there is also a parking problem for-bicycles .
"If there were more visible means of parking bikes
at strategic locations and more convenient spots,
more students would probably ride their bikes to
campus," Spinnato said.
Hugh Ivie, director of Environmental Health and
Safety, said the existing racks were put in "haphazardly." Spinnato said he thought the most used campus
bike racks were probably the ones on either side of the
administration building.
"Many students ride up to these and want to park
their bike there for the day," Spinn a to said. "There's
a high demand for these two racks."
But Patrice Silvestro, a student who rides her bike
to campus several times a week, said, "Even if you
park your bike at the furthest rack from your class,
you're still closer than the nearest parking spot."
According to Spinnato, a bike rack with a 40-bike
capacity would cost around $1500. This includes the
concrete base, labor and installation. This amount
would pay for about one and one-third parking spaces
in a new lot.
The problem is funding. Money for new car lots
comes from parking decal fees, but no revenue is
gathered from the bikers.
University officials said students should ·be encouraged to ride their bikes with the addition of
designated bike lanes on campus sidewalks and
roads. A bike lane was recently added to Libra Drive,
the road leading south from the water tower into
Research Park.
"We had the opportunity to add them in Research
Park because th'ere were no existing curbs or gutters," Spinnato said. "But with current roads, there is
no room on the roadbed to add a bike lane, and the
costs are high to move back curbs, gutters and sidewalks."
The cost of putting a bike lane on one side of the
road planned between Alafaya Trail and the fieldsee BICYCLES page 6

• CLASSES CANCELLED

All classes will be cancelled
today between 2 p:m. and- 4
p.m. for students and faculty
to attend the Second Annual
Founders' Day program.
The convocation will be held
at2:30in the gym in the education building.
Classes will also be
cancelled Friday between 10
a.m. andl p.m. fortheinauguration ceremony of President
Steven Altman.
• INAUGURATION

•

. ,.

The inaugural ceremony for
Altman will be held at 10:30
a.m. Friday in the gym in the
education building.
Classes will be cancelled for
the event between 10 a.m. and
1 p.m.
• GRADUATION

The deadline for filing an

"

\I
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COMPLEX SKELETON
Construction has begun on the new fieldhouse and track and field complex at the northeast side of campus.
The complex should be completed and open by spring 1991.

Environmental dilemma: convenience
by Mary Watkins
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Alex McDole, 21, eats Banquet microwaveable
meals three nights a week. He sucks Hawaiian Punch
from an 8-ounce box and wipes his mouth with paper
napkins. There are no dishes to wash. He just tosses
it all away.
McDole does not know his squeezable ketchup
bottle is made of layered plastics which are nonbiodegradable. Nor is he aware that his bathroom
cleanser was tested for toxicity on laboratory animals, according to an environmentalist publication
by Earth Works Press. He also does not care. His
main concern is saving his time and energy after a
hard day's work.
Curing the environmental dilemma means deprogramming many like McDole.
People have been living in the convenience age for
years.
Despite overflowing landfi11s, grocery stores continue to carry disposable items that add to the problem, such as razors, diapers, single-serving packs of
vegetables and toothpaste in pump containers made
of that non-biodegradable plastic.
Stores also carry items such as Spiffits, disposable
one-shot cleaning wipes that make cleaning a cinch
but make environmentalists flinch.

"Intent to Graduate" form for
summer 1990 is May 18 in the
Registrar's Office
• CELEBRITY CHEFS

The UCF hospitality management department will host
the second event in its Celebrity Chefs Series, featuring
Executive Chef Vincent
Posada from Grosvenor Resort
in Lake Buena Vista.
The reception will begin at
6:30 with a six-course dinner
at 7:30 on April 28.
For more information about
the non-profit event, call Betty
White or June Arce at 2752188.
• NEW 911 SERVICE

In preparation of making a
911 service available on campus, the telecommunications
department will be changing
to the use of the digit seven for

an off campus dial tone, according to telecommunications Supervisor Ruth
Colquitt.
Both digits seven and nine
can be used optionally until
July 1, when only the digit
seven will be operational.
A one month transition period should be expected before
911 is fully implemented.
•MARKETING MONDAY

Eight central Florida marketing organizations will host
Marketing Monday May 14
from12:30p.m. to8p.m. atthe
Omni International Hotel.
The annual event gives
marketing and communications professionals an opportunity to benefit college students while learning and networking.
All proceeds will be donated
as marketing and communica-

"We have become a real disposable society," said
Mary Zacconi of Orange County Recycling. Zacconi
said many products today are over-packaged and just
create more garbage.
"We need to return to the old ways and buy bulk
foods and meats wrapped in paper," Zacconi said.
Charlene Sammon of the Florida Audubon Society
agreed. She feels supermarkets should be more socially responsible.
Earth Week activists on the UCF campus urged
students to ask supermarket managers to carry more
environmentally safe products.
But this year, supermarket owners and managers
ranked food safety and environmental issues as relatively minor concerns, according to the April issue of
Progressive Grocer magazine. Their number one
concern was employee turnover.
UCF alumna Susan Dolamore of Oviedo detests
supermarkets. She will not set foot in one.
She orders groceries by catalog. She has environmentally safe products delivered to her home from
the Orange Blossom Cooperative Warehouse in
Gainesville.
Her family eats strictly organic vegetables They
wipe their mouths with cloth napkins. And they even
use recycled toilet paper.

tions scholarships for UCF
students.
• VIDEO CONTEST

The Christophers, Inc., a
non-profit media organization, is sponsoring a video
contest. The deadline to submit videos is June 15.
College students at all lev-

see ENVIRONMENT page 4

els are invited to compete to
share in $8,500 prize money
and a chance to see their film
or video on national television.
Entry forms can be picked
up in the college communication department or by contacting The Christophers, New
York, N.Y. 10017, (212) 7594050.
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ENVIRONMENT

AUSTIN

FROM PAGE3

FROM PAGE 1

The only cleansers in
The attack was "without
Dolamore's closet are vinegar provocation and of a senseless
nature," according to the police
and baking soda.
.
She cringed when she report filed with the Sheriff's
learned what a Spiffit was, as department.
did McDole when he heard
Deputies had numerous
about cleaning with vinegar.
statements from witnesses
Dolamore feels boycotts are and, therefore, had probable
the way to get a response.
cause to charge him.
For example, she said conThe case was turned over to
sumers successfully boycotted the Orange-Osceola state
tuna. As a result, major tuna attorney's office.
canners refhse to buy tuna
Staeger is a UCF soccer
caught in nets that also kill player. His hometown is Sedolphins.
attle, WA.
Also, the apple juice boycott
One friend of Staeger's said
led to Daminozide-free apples the soccer players have a hisin 1989.
tory of violence and loyalty to
Daminozide (known as each·other.
"Those guys would stick up
Almar) was proven a carcinogen by Americans for Safe for each other no matter what,"
Foods.
she said.
Kirk Healy, a friend of
"A good start would be to
boycott all meat packaged in Austin's, urges anyone who
Styrofoam and plastic," Dol- witnessed the incident to come
amore said.
forward and help convict
If McDole knew plastic
Staeger.
packaging is overflowing
Austin's stepfather, Gordon
landfills, he might refuse to Savage, is an attorney in Lebuy a juicy steak. The steak esburg.
tray will remain on the earth's
Savage has become very insurface for 500 years.
volved in seeing that justice is
Bill Schroter of Publix Ad- served for the incident that
vertising said customers bom- happened to Austin.
"After the first week or two,
bard him with complaints
aboutpackaging,buthehasno sadness leaves you," Healy
said. "You begin to accept, but
answer.
"We can't just hand custom- you can't fall away from the
ers cold wet chickens," fact it's very heinous crime."
Schroter explained. And he _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J___j~~~~~~~~~~~~-lllltll!IMllll~~~~"~"'~~~
said a viable substitute for
Styrofoam is hard to find, especially a cheaper one.
Environmentalists proved
biodegradable plastic is a
myth. However, Winn-Dixie
uses more plastic now than
ever.
George Thomlinson of Astor
Paper Bags feels traditional
paper sacks are OD: the way out
because of plastic, but he does
not know why.
"Paper is a natural renewable resource that is naturally
biodegradable. It's the plastic
"UPS is paying me almost $10,000
bags that are causing all the
a year to get in the best shape of my life.
environmental problems,"
See, I work part-lime sorting packages,
Thomlinson said.
So why is plastic in?
about four hours a day. After sitting in
"Because of the cost,"Winnclass all day, it feels good to get some exDixie's Merle Osborne said.
ercise. It's like doing a couple of hours in
Winn-Dixie Co-Manager
a
gym - except you get paid to work out.
Wayne Brower said stores
must offer customers the low''That's not the only advantage of
est possible prices.
working at UPS. There are other bene0-sbome purchases supfits:_ like choosing your own work
plies for 110 Winn-Dixie stores
schedule
and getting paid holidays
in the Orlando area. He said he
and
vacations.
Jobs open up in Acbuys plastic bags for half the
counting,
Industrial
Engineering, I .S.
price of paper.
and Customer Service. But if you're
Why is saving money more
important than saving the
looking to shape up while adding weight
environment?
to your wallet-try Operations.
Dolamore said he feels the
"If the whole student body worked at
schools are responsible for this
UPS. everybody would be in better
because they create apathy in
our society toward environshape-physically and financially."
mental awareness.
Applicants· are being considered
"The school system is run
for your local UPS office. For
like a dictatorship. Children
interviews or more information about
are always told what to do, and
they grow up feeling like they
UPS, see your school's career
have no say in the world," she
development or job placement
said.
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
Next year, Dolamore will
employer.
educate her two children at
M/F
home because she wants them
to learn how they can work to
change the world. Dolamore
and others like her are a minority in our society.
She realizes her way of life
is totally different from most.
Thus ifMcDole ever has children,' it is doubtful he will
choose cloth diapers over the
new super-absorbent-pastelprinted disposable ones.
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PETRIFIED OF THE LSA T?
LEX is offering a special

LSAT ·
ENHANCEMENT
COURSE

This special LSAT Enhancement Course is
designed to tutor you In Reading Comprehension
and Logic. Class taught by two first-rate
Instructors and brought to you by LEX at a
fraction of the costl For more info call

~~~~:JUNES
weo+FR• 1-sPM

~380-2383
Price?$
• $~?

TEAM2:
JULY 9 - AUGUST 13
MON+weo e-10PM

~

~~

Don't for8et about the 8raduation
party on Friday May 4, 1990.
To Q~VP or for further information
please contact the Alumni Relations
Office at X2233
<£>ponsored by <£>tudent Government and the Alumni Association

I

Only

$150!!!

REGISTRATION IN FRONT OF LIBRARY
APRIL 24 ... 27 llAM - 2 PM
SPACE IS LIMITED SO ACT NOW!

Attention Graduates

''

~
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BICYCLES
FROM PAGE3

house would be $50,000, Spinnato said.
"We ask ourselves if we
want to put in a bike lane or
make the road four lanes instead of two," Spinnato said.
"Usually the road gets more
lanes, because eventually we'll
need that more."
But the construction along
Alafaya Trail has caused some
students to give up biking to
campus altogether, or at least
consider giving it up.
"My personal feeling is that
those areas close to campus
are more dangerous. There's
higher density traffic," said
Ina Carpenter, manager of
· Parking and Traffic.
This was one of Silvestro's
main complaints when she
described her trek to campus
from Mendel Drive.
"First I have to push [my
bike] across Alafaya," Silvestro said. "Then I have to
find a spot to get on the sidewalk in between the biggu1lies
that have been dug between it
and the road."
Silvestro said the sidewalk
is very narrow.
"You can't go off onto the
grass when another rider
comes by like with most sidewalks because there's a cliff on

one side and a big ditch on the ·
other," she explained. "I feel
like I'm riding on a high wire.
I'm not going to bike on the
sand because one day I will
lose control and fall onto
Alafaya."
This is exactly what happened to Dominick Valenti, a
student who rides his bike to
campus daily.
"My tire slipped on some
sand and my bike slid onto
Alafaya, and I fell onto the
road," he said. "A car had to
lock its brakes and barely
missed me."
Although the construction
is not scheduled for completion
until June 1991, the finished
product will include a bike
lane on each side of Alafaya.
The bike lanes will be separated from the three lanes of
traffic by a solid white line and
will be four feet wide.
"It won't be until very late in
the game that the bike lanes
are completed," Gene Holton,
the project engineer, said.
The Department of Transportation neither encourages
nor discourages the use of bike
lanes, said DOT bicycle Coordinator Tom Fernandez.
"They're not safe," Fernandez said. "They give riders a
false sense of security because
whether they are going slow or
fast, they are thinking, 'I'm
supposed to be here.m

Your time is precious.
And so are the lives you could save.
Give us a little of your time.
Volunteer with the Red Cross.
Call 894-4141 for more information.

CASH

FOR OLD

swatctiC)
WATCHES!

University

of Central

Florida Theatre

i

Workshop for ActorswithJames
Best
Artist in residence for Summer Term A

~:::::~::

Two Intense Ten-day Sessions (UCF Credit Available):
Session I: May 14 - 25, lOam - 5pm. Session II: June 4 - 15, 1:30 - 8:30pm .

On the UCF Campus at the University Theatre

•

Camera Technique for Actors
Voice, Diction, Movement
History, Theory, Aesthetics

James Best
Jacqueline Dunckel (Canada)
Judith Christo.ft (New York)
UCF Faculty
Department of Theatre
University of Central Rorida

For Information:

\1i!f%Wil12¥\Af%MiiNif\%Wit®WJt'®t;~~;:;~ffmlfJ'JFAffffi¥;;;;~;;;%;;fti®l.

Buy or Lease A New
Chevrolet/Geo And
Get $600 Off When You Qualify.

NEW '90 GEO STORM

The GMAC Collage Graduate Finance Plan can help
put you in fast forward ... at Don Mealey Chevrolet.
Qualify and you'll get $600 off a ChevroleVGeo.
Plus, no previous credit is needed. There's just a
low down payment when you purchase, and you
can choose. to defer your first payment for 90 days•.
Or you can take advantage of financing options
like SMARTLEASr21' by GMAC and GMAC's Buyer's
Choice Plan.
Just remember: This is a limited time offer, so get
into fast forward today!

DON
THE~RICA

MEALEY

CHEVROLET • GEO

GMAC

FINANCIAL SERVICES

3707 West Colonlal Dr. • Orlando, FL
(407) 295-7000
• Not available through GMAC's Buyer's Choice Plan, SMARTlEASE by GMAC or when purchasing in Michigan, or In New
Jersey on vehldes with a cash selling price of $10,000 or less. Finance charges accrue from date of purchase.

DON'T MISS THE 4 TH
ANNUAL BACCHUS BASH
Enjoy the best food and musical entertainment
that Central Florida has to offer
at the

4th Annual Bacchus Bash

A different kind
of eating and drinking establishment
on the beautiful Lake Jessup
at
Black Hammock Marina and Fish Camp
Ten minutes north of UCF
at the curve on S.R. 434 .
just north of downtown Oviedo.

HAPPY HOUR Tuesday-Sunday,
4:30-6:30 pm.
with draft beer only 50¢1 ·
Open: Tuesday-Thursday, 4:30-1 ~ :00 pm.
Friday-Saturday, 11 :30 am-2:00 pm.
Sunday, 11 :30am·-11 :OOpm.
Closed Mondays.

· BRING THIS AD FOR ONE FREE
DRAFT BEER!

Representatives from all major Central Fl.
attractions and hotels will be your hosts
as you savor the fine food and fantastic
music of this gala festival.
To add to the excitement, chances for fabulous
door prizes are included in your $10 admission fee.
Tickets for this can't miss event are now
available at the Uniyersity Kiosk.

Location of the event:
Mercado Mediterranean Village
8445 International Drive

Date and Time:
Friday, May 11, 1990 , 6-10 p.m.
For .more information call: 275-2188

All proceeds benefit UCF

Limit one coupon per person.

..
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UNIVERSITY

•

LIBRARY

·

·BOOKSTORE

•

APRIL 23RD .. MAY 5TH

•

BOOK
BUY-BACK
St::retc:h Your Dollar...
Will Be Open On Graduation Day
STORE HOURS
April
April
April
April
April

23
24
25
26
27

-

April 30 - 8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
May 1 - 8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
May 2 - 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
May 3 - 8:30 AM. - 5:00 P.M. ·
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
May 4 - 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
May 5 - Graduation Day - 7:30 ~M. - 4:30 P.M.

.KIOSK TICKET
· SALES
Will CLOSE ON
FRIDAY~ MAY 4~ 1990
AT 7:00 PM~
AND REOPEN ON
MONDAY~ MAY 14~
1990 AT 9:00 AM.

•

.

DURING THIS TIME TICKETS
CAN BE PURCHASED AT THE . ..
·. STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OFFICE: 275-2191.

fj:&~~
~

-:§
~
~~
~~of Cen\\~~'

L.

~

SUMMER HOURS
STARTING MAY

14~

1990

MON - FRI
9:00 AM - 6:00 PM
SAT
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
SUN
CLOSED
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The ability to read is a precious gift.
And the gift is one you can give.
Volunteer with Literacy Volunteers of America.
Call 856-4364 for more information.

I Bienvenidosl
IWekomel

To Our
4th Annual

El Festival de Todos Los Hispanos

Latin American

4th Annual

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC. CHURCH

~

~\,\.-.

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M . .

Music Festival

it\CAN MCis1c
&....~
* Festival
de Music *
r?
Latino Americana

/;-1:-,

<:.s~

~//;;.

Presented By

~

!IA~~~<

American Airlines, Coca Cola Classic, Budweiser, Central Florida Cable Vision,
WAMT-1060 AM, Telemundo 7-12, Sun News Paper, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

At/En

i Bienvenidosl
IWelcomel

Central Aorida Fairgrounds

To Our
4th Annual
Latin American

Scripture Study
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

T odo EI dia Sabado y Domingo
Abril/ April 27 ·28-29
Veimes, Sabado, Domingo
Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Music Festival

1501 Alafaya rfrail
275-0841

~

J

Ol<as del Clan

RobM!o Tonn

~:::::::::=WELCOME ~~=
Trio Los Roman Ticos
Orquesta La Unica

Orquesta Concepto

a lino

Creating a positive
image for you and
your business
within the
Central Florida
Hispanic
Community

Tony Tatis

g". .

•
• Los Claudio
• Johny Conquer

•

/

• Nitza

"l.Piobd Fl"fTIMldo

Ruben OJ C, Company

~7,~

The Latin Show
El Show Latino

..

WAllT
ta ct ..

~

1Qt900
wATTS

1soo

E" unada>e I
St r~"'~ rt
t<IOT)

261-1

~

om10

Admission: $5.00 Ninos Menores 12 Gratis
Viernes: Baile $ J 0 con pase de Cortesia

ttWAMT

Comida, Juegos Payasos, Bedidas, fv\ariachis, T rios,
Salsa, Merengue, Premios y Muches fv\a's

1. . . . .

i..tl•C:-.. . .

10,000
WATIS

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS

April 30Date:

A .. . . . ,

May 4

lime:

c ,.,

ll

c o , , c c

.. , .. c ..

10am-ap·m DepositReQuired: $15.00
~ "Mt'~

lJJf'

~_!c\UWtttttt

Place:

k

a=--:~!d

•

Mf!s with ~.-.. ~ lor llll ckalb. See ouraJIT1l)lele rlllf ldealonon dbplly ln 'YQltaJI~~

LARGE METAL I

ONLYs449s
Regular 5 70°0
-ONE WAY
MOVES ~~~(
-LOWEST
RATES
-NEWEST
.TRUCKS

•

*** SEARS RentaCar

-~~~~

10°/o STUDENT DISCOUNT

..A..

WITH PRESENTATION OF
SPECIALS~~
STUDENT ID CARD

-MIDWEEK

-SAVE$$$~~

***

WELIVEUPTO
OUR NAME,
WITH LOW
MOVING RATES
TRUCKS
IN ALL OUAND
R
VANS

859-3171

·-~ 902 N. SEMORAN
BLVD.,
ORLANDO

LARGE METAL II

ONLYs499s
Regular 5 75°0

....,.

CORNER OF RT. 436 AND RT. 50

=== Bud ===
get
®

car and truck rental

•

SunGeai
ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE

•

(f

)

FAMOUS EUROPEAN.
VIDEO DISCO.

.

.

. . .
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.Laurels and darts:
pointing fingers
and patting backs
For some, the end of the semester means the
time has come to find a job. For others, it means
a break in the never-ending quest to get that
degree and achieve job-finding status.
For us, it means we need to take look back
at some unfinished business. And so we present
qur traditional end-of-the-semester laurels and
darts.
Laurel to the students of UCF and their
resurgent sense of activism this school year.
Amnesty International, Campus Action for
Animals, the Earth Day Coalition anQ. other
groups too numerous to mention held rallies,
performed services, organized students and
much more this year. In addition to the good
they have done directly, these groups have set a
fine example for others to follow: students can
and should make a difference. Keep up the good
work.
Dart to the administration for desperately
seeking style at the expense of substance with
this $94,000 inauguration. Empty pageantry
will not make UCF a member of the elite we
seem so desperate to impress.
Besides, aren't we already paying a spectacular athletic fee that was supposed to provide an
earthshaking athletic program and then national recognition? How much money will UCF
and its students have to shell out before we are
allowed to rub shoulders with the academic big
boys?
Laurel to our student government for getting
the ball rolling on the drop-off day care program
and starting a computerized scholarship search
service, among other achievements. We often
give them a hard time, but they do perform
important tasks and deserve credit for them.
Dart to our student body president-elect and
his predecessor for playing fast and loose with
the student government constitution and
extending the president's term. It may very well
be true that the term should run concurrent
with the school year, but violating the
constitution is the wrong way to fix it. Also,
mini-darts to the senate and Vice President
Tubbs for ignoring the situation. Doesn't anyone care?
And finally, a Laurel to all the student reporters, photographers, ad reps, production
staff members and everyone else who helped
make this a great year for the Future. Thank
you.
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Gerasimov can't hide Soviet past

•

Gennady Gerasimov came to the UCF on April 20
to bring what the administration hoped to be an
explanation of glasnost. Instead, the Soviet propagandist spewed a variety of half-truths, inaccuracies
and weak explanations for assorted Soviet atrocities
all in the name of "good will."
Gerasimov attempted to endear himself to the
audience by condemning Stalin's reign of terror by
The fact of the matter is, Lithuania was a free
saying, "Stalin killed and deported thousands of nation after WWI, before the Soviets disseminated
people." In reality, all factual records describe Stalin their system.
Gerasimov accused Lithuania of "biting the hand
murdering at least 40 million people and deporting
that feeds them." The hand that feeds them has
countless others.
Gerasimov attempted to explain the Soviet stomped on them and despite what the propagandist
Union's recent heinous actions in Lithuania by say- says, no one knows the truth better than the Lithuing, "Lithuania is acting on an emotional level," and anians.
Gerasimov also stated, "we [the Soviet Union] don't
it is just another separatist movement like that of the
French Canadians. He failed to mention that the have any enemies in the world today."
If this is true, then why have all three legs of the
Lithuanians have every right to be "emotional" after
having innumerable morally despicable violations Soviet military been upgraded under Gorbachev?
The protest Gerasimov faced at UCF sent him a
perpetrated against them. He also failed to mention
that, unlike the Soviet occupation of the Baltics, definite message.
Not everyone here is willing to accept the Soviet's
Canada did not send in the tanks, enslaving the
masses and crushing all human spirit as well as empty words and speeches as fact when their actions
tell a different story.
human life.

Office Manager

•

•

•

•

While I am sure this will upset the seven readers
of this column, this is my last one. I would like to
leave on a positive note, but that's just not my style.
With the war on drugs reaching into the homes of
all Americans, how long will it take to reach UCF?
Soon all students will have to pledge that they are
drug free and prove it with a drug test.
While I am against drug testing without probable dience members at Gerasimov were downright rude,
cause, I would really like to see the new policy begin at least they cared enough to show up and express
their concerns.
at the top. How about it, President Altman?
I would also like to acknowledge the tremendous
This kind of assumption of guilt should also be
extended to student government. A lie detector test program put on by the AASU during Black Histozy
for the new student body president would be helpful Month. It was a shame Pulitzer-Prize-winning auso we will know what a lie is before he actually starts thor Taylor Branch was greeted by six students.
And, where was the faculty? Only one faculty memspitting them at us.
The way UCF views the world has improved this ber showed up. It's very sad when an academic. depast year. As one of the few audience members at partment can't even show up to greet another scholar .
As I leave UCF, I hope the students continue to
visiting speakers, I was pleased by the attendance at
The Last Temptation of Christ and for Gennady become more active. I had fun writing this column and
Gerasimov. While I thought the Rev. Book was an I'm glad to be a UCF grad.uate. Make me proud by
insult to the intelligence ofUCF, and that many au- voting, especially this year.

•
•
•
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Ending column on non-positive notes
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•UNION FOR WHITES
Eric Dentel
Lauren Curtis
Bill Foxworthy
John
Jenn~er

C~rone

Off enburger

Jorge Alvarez
Lara E. Hutchison
Tracy Torres
Tanya Newberry
Armand Cimaroli
Cindy Cowen

Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Future are those al the newspaper or Individual
colurmlst and not necessarily those of the Board of Publlcallons, University Administration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300 words and Include
the author's signature, major and phone number. Leners are subject to edttlng for grammar
and space and become the copyrighted propeny of the newa?aPer. Names may be w~hheld
but the newspaper reserves the right to refuse publication al any letter. The Central Florida
Future le a free,non·pro11t newspaper published twice weekly during the academic year and
weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.

Editor:
I was glad to see that UCF may
get a white student union. We
definitely need one. There are
clubs for blacks, Hispanics and
Vietnamese. It is high time that
whites get a club of their own.
However, the article on April 24
neglected to mention who to contact to sign up.
The club would not be any more
racist-oriented than the above
mentioned groups. I imagine that
the meetings would discuss problems facing the white race, such
as becoming a minority in country
that our forefathers founded, and
oppose the preferential treatment
given to minorities solely because
of skin color. That is reverse dis-

crimination and has no place in
today's society.
Scott

W~ser

Music
• GLORY OF ALTMAN

Editor:
Something has set me off and it
is our president, Steve Altman.
His inauguration is the most
pompous, display of self-serving
greatness I have ever seen. I object
to a week-long party totaling over
$94,000 and $450 which was allocated by the Student Government
for buttons picturing Steve, his
wife and their dog. Who would
wear these buttons?
The best yet is the Inaugural
Ball at $125 a plate and a bargain

$75 for students and faculty. 1'11 be
there. Can I sit next to you, Steve?
This was obviously planned without students in mind.
Steve, have you thought of the
students or yourself? While you
are celebrating your greatness, I
will be struggling to add closed
classes to my schedule. Maybe the
$94,000 could go to additional faculty.
Lastly, if you are such a great
president, why not visit classes,
get around campus and talk to
your students you supposedly represent? Then, instead of planning
your own gala, maybe we'll plan
one for you.
Jim Buss
Rf TV

•

•

•
•
•
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CAMPUS LITE
•.. CONTlNUED
seems to be slightly
overpowered by the opressor ·
Flemmo the squirrel.
ALT-i.'vlAi~

11

. by Scott

NOW. I AM liJt ~fSl[>eftf OF
UCF. 1 HAVE AU. 1il6 itJWER. :fM,
1H€ TbP D06 Now! I'f\ll KIN&
ALL ~AJL r/...GMMO I .

CAA WN. lr

WA~ ;}.)5-T

.

ONE

OF YDVR. BAD
DRCAl'i\S, HDN~Y•
GO Btll.K To

J.iUMM . • •

$94,coo,

MY

INAUGU~ATION,

UN1Vlft.S1TY CUJB,
$ 100,000, /S0,000 fVl/i;T"cJW'((r
FUND~, C)GA!/.erT€S. - .

'$Lf,!:p AN~

-:-a. 1\-llt\K. !-\~WY
d ~D\.JGHTS.

DR. DEMINUS
AHH. THIS BED FEELS a'.JOOt
STUDIED All MY NO~

I\if

DON~ All MY READING AN V ·
OOW 1ll GET A GOOD
NIGHTS REST.

by Charles Rudd
THIS IS RIDICULOUS!
WHO CAW SLEEP TUE
NIGHT BEf-ORE FINALS?

l GUESS I1..L GO
STUDY SOME. MORE.

New York: land of Teenage Mutant Ninja Taxi Drivers

11111J!l1
You residents of rnstic, tractor-intensive regions such as
Ohio will be pleased to hear that
New York City has decided to
become polite. Really. There's a
new outfit called New York
Pride which is attempting to get
New Yorkers to at least pretend
that they don't hate everybody.
This program resulted from a
survey in which researchers
asked tourists how come they
didn't want to come back to New
York, and the tourists said it
~
-..,
was because there was so much
mean-spiritedness. So the researchers spat on them.
No, seriously, I think New
York is very sincere about this. I
was in the city recently, and
right off the bat I noted that the
Teen-age Mutant Ninja Taxi
Driver who took me to the hotel
was very thoughtfully allowing
pedestrians as much as .3
nanoseconds to get out of his
way, which many of them graciously did even though a taxi
does not, technically, have the
right-of-way on the sidewalk.
The driver was also careful to
observe the strict New York
City Vehicle Horn Code, under .
which it is illegal to honk your horn except to communicate one of the following emergency messages:
1. The light is greeq.
2. The light is red.
3. I hate you.
4. This vehicle is equipped with a hom.
Even very late at night, when there were probably
only a few dozen vehicles still operating in the entire
city, they'd all gather under my hotel window every
few minutes to exchange these vital communications.
Another example of politeness I noticed was that
nobody ridiculed my clothes. .
Everybody in New York, including police horses,
dresses fashionably, and whenever I'm there, even in
my sharpest funeral-quality suit with no visible
ketchup stains, I feel as though I'm wearing a Hefty
trash bag. And it's LAST YEAR'S Hefty trash bag.
On this trip I also became paranoid about my
haircut. After 20 years of having the same haircut, I

~~JSf;~i~~JEi

was able to get into a reception
hosted by the U.S. ambassador,
who is, in my candid assessment,
~
a tall man named "Tom" with a
lot of armed guards.
After shaking hands with
Tom, I proceeded into the reception area, which was filled with
representatives of nations large
and small, rich and poor, from all
over the world; and although I
sometimes tend to be cyniGal, I
could not help but be deeply
moved, as a journalist and a
human being, by the fact that
<some of these people had hair··
cuts EVEN WORSE THAN
.;'J
MINE.
This was particularly true of
the Eastern Bloc men, who
looked as if they received their
haircuts from the Motherland
via fax machine.
But the important thing was, ,
everyone had a good time. People
would arrive filled with intemational tension, but after several
drinks and a couple of pounds of
shrimp, they'd mellow right out,
•
r
ready to continue the vital U.N.
:o 6 • ,. •· / ••
work of going to the next recep•
tion.
I decided that, since I was
© 1990 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
there, I might as well use proven
All Rights Reserved
journalism techniques to find out
recently got a more modernistic style that's a little if any World Events were going on. So I conducted the
longer in the back, and I was feeling like one hep following interview with a person standing next to
"dude" until I got to N ewYork, where the fashionable me:
guys all had haircuts in which the hair is real long on
ME: So! Who are you?
top, but abruptly stops halfway down the head, form PERSON: I'm a (something about economics) from
ing a dramatic Ledge of Hair that depressed lice could (some country that sounded like "Insomnia").
commit suicide by jumping from.
ME: Ah! And how are things there?
Nobody has had my haircut in New York since
PERSON: Better.
1978.
ME: Ah! (Pause.) Wllat continent is that in, again?
Pigeons were coming as far away as Staten Island
Unfortunately at that point the person had to edge
to void themselves on it. But the New Yorkers them- away, but nevertheless I had what we jourrialists call
the "main thrust" of the story, namely: Things are
selves politely said nothing.
Aside from this courtesy epidemic, the other big better in Insomnia.
story in New York is - get ready for a Flash Bulletin
It was definitely a load offmy mind, and as I walked
-the United Nations STILL EXISTS. ·
out into the brisk New York evening, I experienced a
Yes! Like you, I thought that the U.N. had been sense of renewed hope, which was diminished only
converted to luxury condominiums years ago, but in slightly by the knowledge that taxis had been sighted
fact it's still there, performing the vital function that in the area, and I would never make it back to the
. it was established to perform in this tr~ubled, tur- hotel alive.
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Class1 1e
.Delta Sigma Pl
Congratulations to those Brothers graduating
in a few weeks: Ashok Arora, Elissa Paget,
RENEE SAVAS, Luis Garcia, Julie Inniss,
Mike Watkins, Karen Yanyecic, Mary Ann
Taggart, Bill Abrahams, Falguni Patel, and
Don Hoppa. Those Brothers scheduled for
summer graduation include: Pete Howlett,
Terri Musgrove, Juliette Davila, Joan Kamphaus, Naren Patel, Rob Cascio, and Beth
Birmingham. Good luck to each and every
one of youll Congratulations also go to our
new officers and committee chairpersons!
Special thanks to Mike Watkins for hosting all
those parties and the graduation party we are
going to have.
Congratulations also go to Steve Gavora and
Judy Lazzari on their upcoming wedding!
Remember EARTH DAY! Recycle those beer
cans guys! Take a shower with a friend, ie,
Steve and Judy.
Reduce car
emission .. .Ashok walk to school! C-U-Laterl

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Now it's that time of year
when stress is high and finals near,
All your tests you need to pass
so study hard and kick some ...

Congratulations to Dave Urbanowic:z-Brother
of the Year and Athlete of the year. Doug
Osborne-Attileteof the Semester. Mike Swinford-Brother of the semester. Shawn EmlingShiny Badge Award. Henry Helm-most improved brother. Also, congratulations to Mark
and Dave on their stellar performances this
year. To Doug and Drew we extent our appreciation for all your experience and dedication.
Thanks for your leadership and best wishes
for your future. Have a sale summer everyone
and prepare to relllrntoSig-EpFall 1990!:E~E
Pl Kappa Alpha
AIFENTION: Eta Phi Chapter named one of
the TOP in the nation by TCK. Congratulations to new Pike Cheerleaders-Bill Marmion
and Mike Bahe. Pike Weekend and Senior
Roast ooming soon I hey gendemen do you
know where your girlfriends are? Probably
Pike Weekend, huh? Zeta's you ladies have
been great next door neighbors. Tri-Oelts we
thank you for all you have done. Pi Phi's and
KD's we hope to see more of you this fall, you
ladies are great AD Pi's you girl's have really
made us smile. DG's it sure Is nice to look
across the street and see your smiling faces I
We hope all Greeks, faculty, and students
haveagreatsummerl Dr. Altman, we will see
you tomorrow atyour inauguration, thanks tor
the invitation! Brothers Climb Pike's Peak

once again:
Comm. Service

Athlet i cs
Scholarship
S

o c i a

I

Pike's always are #1 at UCF and across the
nation I Hopefully, DC can finally break ground
on Greek Row, so you can again say the
"house will be up in two weeklr SAE hopi!
your house doesn't float ffflay over the summer! It is such a nice shade of purple. All in fun
guys nice to have you on Greek Rowl All
ladies interested in becoming a part of the
TOP 25 ladies on campus contact Brothers
Dargan Watts Of Chris Vining at 277-PIKE.
Watch out for the all new Pike Hotline. Good
Luck Ivan & Jeff at the US Olympic Trials, as
usual, we're sure you11 make itl Congratulations to all Senior of PIKE. Keep up the
tradition in the Fortune 500. Congrat's on
Dave and Oscar being accepted to Harvard
Med. School. Everyone, have a good summer!

Delta Upsilon Kappa
Congratulations on initiating a great spring
classl Here's to a successful Fall Rush.
Remember regular meetings over the summer: same place as always. Congratulations
to our first alumnus to leave the nest-ttiere's
always a BA here for you. We may be RATs·
and MlGs for a while, but we'll be AUKs forever!
Alpha Delta Pl
AMI is psyched for the Black
Diamond Ball on Fridayl Thank you
ATO for an awesome social I P.A.T .Al ·
qlrls have a great summer I
Alpha Phi Omega
Congrats to the neophytes! Campus Showcase Fri 10-3 on the Green. Walk America
Sat. meet at canoes 6:30am. Banquet Sat.
7pm Radisson. Pay Mike L. by Fri. Elections
Sun 4pm. MDA Service Project 5/4 4:301Opm. Derby Day Service Project 515 2:30-7.
Book Exchange 4130-514 10-4:30 In the SOL,
and5114-5/1810-4:30inSC214. Haveagood
summer! Cya in August!
Kappa Sigma
· . A big welcome to the new brottiers of Kappa
Sigma. Way to go Il-boys, you earned it.
Congrats to the new E.C. Anniversary Banquet is Saturday night. Pay up ASAP. Also,
don't be a lame-o and come stag. Get ready
for Spring Weekend. Stick it out w/grades for
one more week. Kl: wrapped up the year
strong, everyone have a great summer.
A1tE*K*6*B*

April26,199012
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Lambda Chi Alpha
Good luck on those final exams. Only seven
more days to the BIGGEST-BE ST party of the
year-WEEK END 901 Get with Ronnie Justin
to reserve a room. There will be lots of fun in
the sun.
. Delta Tau Delta
The brothers and pledges of Delta Tau Delta:
would like to congratulate FRED BERTELL
and EVERETT WELLS on their graduation
this semester. A "MIDNITE MADNESS"
graduation party will be held in their honor at
the house. It begins on May 5 after the
ceremonies ends?? (some time before Monday). Everyone is invited.
Dr.Altman's inauguration is on Fri from 12:30•
2 on the green. Everyone be there and show
that Greek's care. Once again congrats guys
for a great show at GREEK WEEK. We place
2nd, 3rd, 4th ... .. HELL we don't even know.
Thanks Delta Gamma and Acacia for a great
"Knight of Frighr social. Initiation will be held
on May 19th. See Brent or Craig for details.
Congrats to all Fraternities and Sororities on
Greek Row. All the houses look GREATI
We're looklng forward to seeing others in the

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~A~Q CELTS!

Two bedroom Two 1/2 bath
Washer Dryer
Chancellors Row
677-1171
For rent: 2bdrmt2bath Duplex apartment. Wall
to wall carpet, washer/dryer. Near UCF (next
to Research Park). $450 + deposit. Call 8763039 after 5pm.
2 1/2 bath 2room townhouse wsh & dryer 1
mllefromUCFwithgarage$480permonthcall
249-1685 for more info.
3bdrmt2bath Hm Winter Park/Howell Br. area,
10 min. from UCF. Wash/Dry, Mictowv, 2 car
garage. 2bdrms for rent ea. $250 + 1/3 util.
ERIC 678-5719 834-3541.
3 bdrm apt $705 new sublease
Chatham Landing 380·5435.
Roommate-Large house w/pool on golf
course. Own room. Wash/Dry. Great location
$200mo. Call Keith 699-6167

ll&l~~llilfll:i
& serving cart. $800 OBO 578-8746.

A social/peer support group for gay/lesbian
students meets weekly. For more Information
contact Lance 380-2835.
Environmental Society
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 5:00 pm
in the Student Center room 214. All are welcome to attend.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
FROLICI CRAZVI AWESOME! These are
just a few of the ways to describe FCA. Come
check it out each Thursday at 8:15pm in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center Building 2. Be
There I

Videocorder Sony AV 3650 & monitor
Ektasound 240 movie outfit & Ektasound 235
projector. Best offer 843-8582 367 N. Orange
Av. Orlando
A computer table and a queen size bed for
sale. Call Naomi 381-2808.
Couch for sale Queen size steeper sofa $50
obo Desk $20 call 277-3876.
Pentax KX Camera witti 55 & 135 lens and
cases. Excell. Cond. Call 365-1741 .
Twin bed, Men's dresser $75 takes both call
677-9392 after 2pml
Start WO<dprocessing, OJlt typing! Tandy
1000 PC clone 640K 2 Hopples hard drive,
printer CGA monitor $700 cheap, compare
new, Dave@ 671-6937

Responsible female non-smoker to share 3br/
2b with WIO in Sherwood Forests tarting June
1. own room, rent 113 utilities. Please call
PATIY m 380-2167 or Tues/Thur a1 2733654
Male or Female needed to share 2bdrm 2bath
apt by May 1st 150 deposit 245 a month call
381-9434 ask for Bruce or leave message.

Female seeking same to share new home
with your own bed & bath, phone, utilities +
more-$275 month 365-6350.
Townhouse-Female wants to share 3bd 2 112
ba. W/O, Pool, Tennis courts, VERY NICE .
Winter Springs 327-1269

For sale-Duplex-University Hills.
Off Alafaya Trail. 2bedroom-2bath.
$99500. Call Southam Style-677-5885
Weight Macnlne-Abdomlnal/Back.
OP. Uses regular barbell weights.
Call Carolyn 275-6531 $60 080
WP East Side Condo-2 BR, 2.5 BA. $54,900.
646-2311 or eve. 628-3186.
8 fl sliding glass doors $1 oo.oo
Oak bedroom set 2 twin headboards
5 drawer dresser night stand $300.00
CaU 568-5183 after S:OOpm
GE Extra Large Dorm Refrigerator
4 sale like newi Woodgrain finish retail $110
Asking $75
Call Stacy 275-4872

Needed-Female roommate I To room with two
others Sun Key Aptl With free weight room,
aerobics, jacuzzi! For May, June , July. $190
a month 678--9817.
ROOMMATES
Two females to share master bedroom in
Chancellors' RowCondonearUCF $155/mo.
each. Call 351 -7020.
Oriental-Asian Welcome across street from
UCF no party atmosphere 2 bathroom rent
$190 + 112 utilities Call Louis or leave message at 277-5529.
Male needed to share nice 2 bd-1 bath with
easygoing male. 2 mile from UCF. O.Vn room
250 + 1/2 util. Call 678-7886.
Male roommate wanted. Fox Hunt Apt. 2bed/
2bath. Share bedroom. $162.50/mo. plus 1/
3 util. Call 381-2240.
MIF to share 2Bl2B furnished duplex $245 +
1/2 waterfront 2 mi. from UCF
Eves 657-1903.
Responsibie,'M'F: non-smoker, 20+ wanted
to share apt. Cambridge Cir. own room/bath,
WO, furnished, except bedroom, $215 + 1/2
util +deposit. Avail May 01 call 381-2301.
Ask for Wendy ASAP.

1 bdrm, furn , sllldio, all utilities
Dean and 50 $400/mo after 5 275-7857

Earn up to $100 + per shift. Professional training provided. Tuxedo uniforms. Days/Nights.
Full/Part time. Church Street Station and
other exdusive locations. ShoeShine Company of Americasinoe 1978 call Larry or Sonja
671-1482.

The Central Florida Future needs an Ad production Asst. (Macintosh experience preferred), News writers & Editors. Paid positions available.Call X2865 for more information.
Male students needed as summer camp
counselors at boy's camp in Maine. First rate
program & facility. For info & application call
Ken Renner X-2050 or stop by ED 153.
Money Motivated? Earn$$$ for next term Full
or Part time, flexible hours, on campus or off.
Serious money for business-minded person.
Call Lauren 682-9629.
JOBS AVAILABLE NOW!
Clerical-Typist Admin Asst, Recept.
Light lndust- Warehouse-Assembly
Technical - Eng Asst, Drafting Tr
Full or Part time, Long-Short term
Call Now 896-1912 No Fee
ABLEST TEMPORARY SERVICE

...
EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student doruments. Same day service
available . IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/Laser printing.

Fast

* Professional * Accurate

•
•

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.2512.50 678-6735
Complete typing/WP services fast AES,
2431 Aloma #211 671-4414.

•

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

FAST & QUALITY WORDPRCX:ESSING
Word Perfect 5.0 Free Spelling
and Grammar Check. 5 minutes from
campus. Free delivery on campus.
Call 273-8772. Ask for Al.

ATIENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOMEI 32,000/yr. income potential. Details.
(1)602-838·8885 Ext T-5780

1986 Nissan Pulsar NX, 5 spd, AM-FM cassette, car cover & bra included. Taking best
offer. 275-4141 or 578-87 46. Ask for Matthew.

ATTENTION: POSTALJOBSI Start$11.41/
houri For application info call (1 )602-8388885 Ext. ~5780, Sam-1 Opm, 7 days.
ATTENTION : EARN MONEY WATCHING
TVI $32,000/year income potential. Details.
(1)602-838-8885 Ext TV-5780
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI $32,000/year income potential.
Details. {1)602-838-8885. Ext Bk 5780
AM Paper Roller 3 days a week. E. Orlando
896-8597 after 11am.
OFFICE WORK-HWY 436-Momings-typ(ng
receptioo, Clerical. Pleasant personality.
Prev. office exp. a plus. 20 hrs. per wk. Call
Mr. Lang 679-3555.
STUDENTS ... Summer employment now l
Work for businesses throughout the Orlando
area Gain valuable business experience
while earning top pay. Work part-time, fulit1me . CaJITernporaries, Inc. 841 -83671

*****CAREER NIGHT*****
Young growth company Is looking for motivared, business-minded men and women to
earn high$$ incomes. No obligation. CALL
(407)623-5189 24hrs.

ATTENTION • GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100 . Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers guide. 1602-838-8885 Ext. A-5780

Research papers, 18,278 avallablel Catalog
$2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025 . Toll free (800) 351-0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

'86 lzusu I-Mark, Black, Auto, NC, 4 door
56000mi. Sunroof, JVC AWFM cassene w/
amp, 4 speakers, and MORE. Want 4890 Call
671-5528 evenings.

Hypnosis Helps. Improve memory, end test
anxiety, increase confidence & study skills.
low student rates. Bill Hansen. Licensed
hypnotist. 679-1011.

Earn 20% on everythi~g you sell I
Flexible hours on campus. ff you're hungry for
Roommate needed to share duplex $150m +
money, We Need You I Cali The Central Rorutl. Own room, NS-serious students 5 minida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 275utes from UCF call Steve or Doug #657-5912. , 2601

PRO-CHOICE VOLUNTEERS: Make your
voices heard. Free info. return mail. Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: SEND
A SIGNAL, PO BOX60923, Phoenix, Arizona
85082-0923.

E flll\W
Athletic 'l!Syr. SWM seeking a
considerate lady, 20 +, healthy
any race very ok, my interests:
Romance, Sports, Ecology, Reading,
Weights, Languages. Serious
relationship seekers only.
LH0030
To Respond to a lonely Heart:
Send your response in a sealed envelope with
a stamp. Place Lonely Hearts number on
lower left comer of envelope. Place Response envelope in an envelope and mail or
drop off at the Central Florida Future business
office PO Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816

.Self-defense Instruction
Women/men walk in confidence
not FEARI 9 years experience
one to one, anywhere. For info
call Stephen 657-5912.

•

•

•

•

.
Leisure Su it,
Just thinking about our night in Memphis.
Thanks for the memories. I'll never forget you.
Love,
Cyclops

•

KELLYIt's been nearly 5 years since we first met, yet
it seems like only yesterday. We've shared
some great times and have plenty of memories. Now you are graduating and I want to tell
you how wonderful you are and I am very
proud of you.
Congratulations, Kelty. I Love Youl
Michael

ARE YOU PAYING FOR SCHOOL???
Summer Work $425 Week Avg
CALL 281-0856 Leave Name Phone#
LAST WEEK TO APPLY

1981 Toyota Corolla good condition, AC,
120K, asking $1750 080. Call Marc evenings
at 273-8323, weekends at 849-0990 ext. 29.

National marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworking, and moneymotivated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 5922121.

"Sandy Types Ir-Computerized-Term papers-Resumes-Presentations-Flyers-Announcements-Laser Printing-Quick response
SE Orlando (407)381-0307

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! AIRLINES NOW
HIRING!
ALL POSITIONS! $17,500·
$58,240. Call (1)-602-838-8885 Ext X-5780

1990 Honda Civic EX 4 door sedan, 5 speed,
loaded $11,700. 578-8746

For Sale 1986 Mitsubishi Starion
Loaded asking $7400 Call 678-1851

•

ATIENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAYI
Assemble products at home. Details . (1) 602838-8885 EXT. W-5780.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! CRUISE SHIPS
AND CASINOS NOW HIRINGI ALL POSITIONS! Call (1)-602-838-8885 Ext. Y-5780

Roommate 2 bedrooom duplex UCF area,
half rent and util. Non-smoker serious student. Available May 1 phone (leave message) 862-1802

1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851-7235.

Me? Shine Shoes?
Women Preferred

For any typing call Tom 831-8025.

1~mfiai111w11~«11i ~~!.l;:~·;~."r::~ ~:~. ~~.~~"

Roommate need own room MtF 3 bedroom 2
bath 113 utilities
Sherwood Forest 11622 Shil pa Ct
Call 380-9994.

Le ad er ship

.

THAT TEXTBOOK IS WORTH MORE THAN
$51 Come to Book Exchange 4130-5/410-4:30
in the SOL, 5114-5118 10-4:30 in SC 214. Buy
for less, sell for morel
SUMMER JOB $425 Wk. Avg
CALL NOW 281-0856
Leave Name Phone#

••

•

AARON,
See you at the movie tonight at 7 & 9pm in the
SAC. It's "The Last Emporerl"
PS Don't tell limbo about itl
BRETT,
I have bad news ... the rabbit died ii
BARBI
Chris, I • you I Cupcake

Personnel
Pool.

TEMP-TING OPPORTUNITIES
Personnel Pool, an H&R Block Co.
•RECEPTIONISTS
is currently recruiting qualified
•FILE CLERKS
individuals for temp & temp to perm
•SECRETARIES
positions. Take advantage of this
•WORD PROCESSORS
opportunity to work with Orlando's
Enjoy top pay, benefits and Friday
finest Co. 's. Full-time & part-time
paydays. Call for immediate
positions available.
interview.

299~4900

.,
•
•

.
•

~.
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32816

Dear Student:

'

The Orlando and Central Florida community wl.11 soon be
celebrating the inauguration of Dr. Steven Altman as the Third
President of the University of Central Florida.
Festivities and special events are scheduled between April
20th and 27th, 1990. The week-long celebration will culminate with
the Inaugural Ceremony to be held at 10:30 a.m. on Friday, April
27th, in the Education Building Gymnasium, with a University-wide
campus showcase immediately following .

•

•

•

We encourage you to display your UCF pride and spirit
throughout this celebration, and to attend as many of the inaugural
events as possible •
Please join us in extending best wishes to President and Mrs.
Alt.man .
Sincerely,

~
e. Sci..:M-Yc
Fred R. Schmidt, Jr.
student Body President

•

AN EQUA L OPPORTUNITY I AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA

Ibursda1

April 26, 1990
2:30pm

4:30pm

Founder's Day
Convocat·
Educat·•ow'
-'GYmnasmm
_ion
Founder's Da Re
.
ceptJon
University
mmgRoom

Dr .

Erjda1
April 27, 1990
10:30am

12:30pm

8:00pm
8:00pm

•

I

In~ugural Ceremony
m the Gymnasium

Campus Showcas~/College
Open houses
Inaugural Ball
Stouffers
UCF Jazz Lab S .
Louie BellsonprGmg Concert
' uest Artist
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YEAR IN REVIEW

forward to months in advance. This year's event
topped the first and should get even better.
And don't forget McDowell. He led the football team to four consecutive winning seasons.
As athletic director, he has successfully involved the community with UCF sports. He has
keen business sense and erased a $1 million
dollar debt since his arrival.
This predicting business isn't too difficult. In
five years of tracking UCF sports, mediocre
teams have remained mediocre and teams -on
the rise have continued improving.
It would be terrific if every UCF sport could
attain tremendous success. But the view here is
the aforementioned trends will continue. So, to
stay abreast of UCF sports, keep an eye on the
past but always look to the future.

FROM PAGE 16

team wins. It will be close, but the team should
earn a playoff bid this year and those to come.
The women's soccer team will have to make
it impossible for the playoff selection committee
to deny them a playoff bid ..
While golf is difficult to predict, the men's
team should remain a power in the state. The
crew team, with not much higher to go, should
remain at its present level.
The waterski team will keep attracting some
of the top skiers in the world and could grab the
national championship at any time.
Greek Gloves has become an event to look

..

! STANLEY H. KAPIAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
678-8400 .

VOLLEYBALL
FROM PAGE 16

many talented people our first
year," Engles sru.d. "Other
teams have been around for
ten years or more. We played
like a team and not like individuals."
Though reluctant to give
credit to any one person,
Engles finally named setter,
Eddie Garcia. "In the beginning of the year we were an
offensive team. By the end of
the year, we had developed our
defense. We even had specialized people on offense and defense in the tournament."
UCFs win at the state tournament made them qualified
to participate in the zonal
tournament starting Friday.
Teams from the East Coast
will compete in the zonals.
However, Engles said the
team may not be able to attend
because of final exams.
"I'm not sure if we will have
enough players to make up a
team," Engles said.

\O~

\

'i Rush
9:00 and 10:00 P.M.
~

for 1 ,\dm1ss1tm ill

till' 9 & 10 P.M. Sh11w:. Only.
Bnng This M

Pink Floyd The Wall
11:00 P .M.

DINE BY DAY &
DANCE INTO THE NIGHT WITH
MUSIC FROM THE 60'S,70'S,80'S & 90'5
OPEN 11 AM - CLOSE
Live Music! Thursdayl Friday, Saturday

-----T-------r----~
FREE COVER
CHARGE

f'~

I
I
I

BUY 24
CHICKEN WINGS
GET 12 FREE!

I
I
I

Sl OFF
ANY FOOD
ITEM

aVtmit

Your Off-Campus Bookstore
ANNOUNCING DRIVE-THRU BUYBACK
MAY 2ND 3RD
10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Alafa a Trail
McDonalds

• Drive Thru Service Available
in rear of building
• Follow our signs from
Alafaya Trail
• Drive thru, drop your books
off, pick up your cash & go!!

u
N

·I

v
E
R

Holiday
Inn

s

I
T
y

CASH PAID
FOR YOUR
TEXTBOOKS
INSTOREOR
DRIVE-THRU

•

•
•

· It's Academic Bookstore
University Blvd. at Alafaya Trail
658-4612

• Register to win a new bicycle
•May 1st is Kelsey's Pizza Day
Receive a free slice of pizza
with your buyback

•

.

.,
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE MUSCULAR DYSTR.OPHY ASSOCIATION

-·

•
•

THE ORIGINAL ORLANDO CLASSIC
\

•

•

•

A WEEKEND OF
•

FAMILY FUN IN THE SUN ON THE
SHORES OF LAKE LAWN IN BARNETT PARK

MAYS·&
THE MOST SPECTACULAR
WATER SKI SHOW IN ORLANDO
Slalom
Jumping
Freestyle
Barefoot Skiing and Jumping
Tricks and Exhibitions That Defy
The Laws of Gravity
Booths With the Latest
High-Tech Water Skis and Sportswear

LIVE BAND
After Tournament Saturday
"ISLAND BREEZES"
REGGAE BAND

TOURNAMENT
•
SITE

@

JOHN YOUNG
PARKWAY

BARNETT PARK

1·4

COLONIAL/HWY 50
0

8~'t~1;..C:,~N

NEXT TO THE CENTRAL

FLORIDA FAIRGROUNDS ON COLONIAL DR.

· GATES OPEN AT .NOON
NO COOLERS, BOTTLES OR PICNIC
BASKETS ALLOWED

A

rL\Y..CYEY
_· I
w

For information, call 407·628·4802

~u
____..__a=.s:;;;;;;:;;t:;::;e.=rC===raf
t
x.;_
BOATS
'
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Crew team ·rows to 3rd place in state
...

by Jeremy Lavoie
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF crew team finished third at the state champion ships held Saturday ·in
Tampa.
Ten Florida schools and
guest Tulane participated in
the regatta.
Florida Institute of Technology was the overall winner,
scoring 105 total points, and
the University ofMiami placed
second with 72 total points.
UCF took third, scoring 66
points. Jacksonvilb University and Stetson rounded out
the top five.
UCF recorded one first
place finish, four seconds and
two fourths.
· "It was a great competition
for both the men and the
women," crew Coach Dennis
Kamrad said. WWe did exMichael Laughlin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tremely well in overall points."
UCF's first place finish The UCF crew team finished third in the state championship in Tampa last weekend. They travel to Tennessee this weekend to
came in the women's varsity compete in the southern regionals against teams from Georgia Tech, Purdue, Michigan and Clemson.
eight category. Miami placed
second and FIT took third in this event.
With the caliber of competition the UCF rowers crews scheduled to compete in Oak Ridge. As the level
The men's team placed second in thejuniorvarsity will face, they will need a lot of practice.
of competition increases, the team has increased its
eight, as well as freshmen hght eight class. The UCF
WWe have an extremely tough week ahead of us," performance and kept the team in the winnings.
freshmen heavy eight class finished second and UCF Kamrad said.
"Both the men and and women are rowing extook fourth place in the varsity eight class.
Crews from throughout the southeast and mid- tremely well," Kamrad said. "The team is peaking at
The crew team will now look ahead to the southern west will compete in the regionals. Georgia Tech., exactly the right time, we look for a very strong finish
regionals this weekend in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Purdue, Michigan and Clemson are just a few of the at the regionals."

Looking at past gives
view into the future

M~I

Laughlin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ON THE RUN
Ron Johnson (15) and starting quarterback Rudy Jones completed just 1 O-Of-25 passes as the
alumni defense made passing difficult for the varsity Saturday at the Florida Citrus Bowl.

V-ball club takes title in ·1st year
by Troy White
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In its first year at UCF, the men's volleyball
club won the championship in the state tournament held in Gainesville Saturday and Sunday.
Teams from all over Florida participated in
the tournament. According to team member
Ken Engles, the toughest competition came
from the Jacksonville J ammers, the Melbourne
Time Bandits and a team from FSU.
In the preliminary round, UCF went undefeated and was ranked first in its pool. UCF met
second-place FSU in the semi-fina~ best-of-

three match. According to Engles, FSU and
UCF were fierce rivals.
After winning the first game, 15-11, UCF
took a quick 12-9 lead in the next game, but lost
15-12 . .In the final round, UCF came back from
a four-point deficit to win, 15-9, and advanced to
the finals against the Jacksonville Jammers.
UCF defeated the Jamrners in consecutive
games, 15-8 and 15-9. With this victory, UCF
was crowned state champions.
Engles attributes the team's success to its
members. "It was so surp~ising we found so
see VOLLEYBALL page 14

The end of the year is the
perfect time to reflect on the
past semesters' worth of happenings.
But let's endure a minimalistic recount of sporting news
from 1989 to the present and
use the past to see the future of
UCF sports.
Transition marked the football season. The Knights were
between Div. II and Div. I-AA
They played in a stadium
undergoing renovation. After
losing two of three games, the
team weathered injuries and
the resignation of its starting
quarterback to defeat two I-AA
teams to finish 7-3.
The men's basketball team
saw a big change in leadership-it got Coach Joe Dean,
Jr., plus some assistants. The
Knights changed their name to
the Running Knights. But
their record remained about
the same, going from 7-20 in
1988-89 to 7-24 this season.
The women's soccer team
posted a 11-2-1 season but the
playoff selection committee
snubbed the team again.
Over the summer. the baseball team went to the playoffs
and came within two games of
advancing to the College '
World Series.
The volJeyball team took
second place in the NSWAC
championships for the second
consecutive year.
UCF joined the American
South Conference. Conference
champions earn automatic
NCAA playoff bids in many of
the conference sports.
The men's golf team had its
ups and downs before winning
five consecutive tournaments
and earning a top-10 ranking.
The waterski team took

second place at the national
championships. The UCF crew
team has placed in the top
three in its mostofits regattas.
The athletic department
finally found itself in the black
after erasing a $1 million debt.
Greek Gloves II brought 13
action-filled three-round boxing matches among campus
Greeks to UCF.
That was the past. Now
come the predicitons. Remembering that history repeats
its elf and that one way to judge
the future is by the past, here it
goes. Simply put, UCF sports
will continue to grow and to
improve.
The football team will recruit better players, continue
winning, probably enter the IAA playoffs. And UCF versus
FSU is just two years away.
Joe Dean is in his first full
recruiting season for UCF. He
won 73 percent of his games at
Birmingham Southern. His
work ethic, stress on academics and fierce desire to win will
eventually win games.
And as Dean recruits players who share his values, the
team will win. Look for the
Running Knights to double
their seven victories in 199091 and to slowly increase their
record in the years to come.
In baseball, Jay Bergman
has proven himself a top-notch
coach. Each year he fields a
young team. Each year his
see YEAR IN REVIEW page 14
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On the othe~yJ~!~e of the gate
ypress Cove looks like
any other private .
housing community.
The ever-present
security guard at the
front gate awaits in-coming guests
and tenants with a warm and
welcoming smile.
Mobile homes and condominiums line the thin, two lane road
that winds through the park.
Residents of the Cove work in
their gardens, play tennis, ride
bicycles and walk through the
park while children frolic at the
neighborhood playground. Typical
fare for a Sunday afternoon with
one exception - these residents
are nude.
.,,-~

•

Cypress Cove is a nudist resort located in Kissirrunee which Jim Hadley opened in 1964 as a
haven for others like himself who believe that
"nude is natural."
The concept of organized nudism was brought
to America in 1929 by a German immigrant named
Kurt Barthel.
Barthel had experienced nudism and naturism
(the naturalness of being nude) in Europe where
nudity is not only accepted, but in many instances
it is encouraged. For example; many of the
beaches in Europe accept nudity not only as a lifestyle. but use the concept as a profitable business.
Barthel moved to New York only to find that
nudism was illegal. In America, it is known as
"indecent exposure." As a response to this discovery, Barthel rented a gymnasium where he began
the first .o rganized group of nudists.
The number of nudists at that time was small

and usually went unnoticed and unharassed.
But over the past 60 years. nudism has grown
into a strong and somewhat controversial lifestyle
movement.
Today there are 35,000 members of the American SunbathingAssociation, the largest organized
group of nudists in the United States. Of the 200
clubs nationwide that are members of the ASA
only 95 own land or operate as separate communities or nudJst parks.
"There are nude beaches around the country,·
Hadley said, '"but none of them are legal except in
two states: Oregon and Texas. Places like Playalinda Beach are not legally set aslde for nude
activity."
Playalinda Beach is one of the more publicized
gathering spots for recreational nudists, though
only a small portion of the beach is frequented by
nudists. But even in such a well known place for
nudism, the beach still has its share of problems.
"In 1985 there was a [Florida] park superinte:ndant who came in and decided he was going to get
rid of all of the nude activity," Hadley said. "But
there is no federal law against nudity on federal
land. In instances such as this, the sheriff can
come in and that's when the arrests began to take
place."
Hadley pointed out an incident during which a
Florida man was arrested and charged with lewd
and lascivious conduct and disturbing the peace
for sunbathing nude on Playalinda.
"The charge oflewd and lascivious was dropped.
but he was tried on the disturbing the peace,"
Hadley said. "The jury acquitted him on this
charge. After that, the arrests and charges began
to diminish and, within the last couple of years,
there haven't been any arrests at all."
Hadley, who has been a nudist since 1949,
opened Cypress Cove in 1964 as a private community where people can live and work completely
nude and free of outside threats and harassment.
Non-residents and visitors can also become
members of the club under certain rules set by
Hadley to keep the park as family-oriented as
possible. "We are not open to people who just come
in the gate," he said. "Two single people can come
in as a couple. but no single individual can come
in. They have to visit three times before they can

•'@ll! .. tj.i~iii,,\.foi}&f1.ii@·•

become members ...
lhe atmosphere of Cypress Cove is that of any
other family park," Hadley continued. "'People
playing volleyball, sunnJ.ng themselves on the
lawn, people taking paddle-boat rides."
It ts this family atmosphere coupled with the
natural freedom of being nude that makes _C ypress
Cove a serene and relaxed community.
Larry Lemey, a resident and employee of the
park. said he is overjoyed living as a nudist. ·1 am
at the happiest moment in my life," said Lemey,
who lives in the Cove with his wife and 17 -year-old
son. "'We've made some really good friends here.
You see. there is more of a kinship between
nudists. There's no materialism between us."
This notion of kinship is common among nudists, whether they are hobbyists or lifetime nudists, according to Hadley.
"There's more trust here," he said. wniere's a
kind of warmth and friendship that you find here
because all of the status symbols have been removed. Whenever you take your clothes off, you
make yourseJf a little more vulnerable and so do
the other people that are around you. You tend to
be more trusting. more open and more friendly.
People generally tend to be more honest."
If the atmosphere is such a comfortable one,
then why aren't more people more involved in the
nude experience?
"You have to cross the hurdle from the clothed
world into the nude world," Hadley said. "There's
this stereotype that nudity is bad or obscene.
There's the idea that nudity implies sexuality. And
then there is the insecurity that you may be too fat
or too this or too that. You have to want to achieve
that freedom."
"People who are nudists," he continued. ..are
free from covering their bodies. They've not only
accepted their own bodies, but others' as well, with
all their faults, whatever they may be."
Hadley has passed this openness down through
his son and his grandson, who both live and work
at Cypress Cove.
·
Hadley'sgrandson, Ted. is an 18-year-oldfreshman at the University of Central Florida who is
quite open about his nudist background. "I've
see NUDISM page 4
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be 'Crazy' to see this

Comic·look at rnles of advertising world turned out lousy

:=

Week

Ii: [i.Jj •The
Emperor will be
shown in the student activiLast

ties center at 8 p .m. Admission is free
with a student I.D. • The Florida

I

••
Orchestra will performMasterworks #10 at 8 p.m. in the
Carr Performing Arts Theatre.

Symphony

•

·=~· feature
The UCF
Jazz Lab
will
soloist
Louie
B~llson

in a special guest appearance
in the student center auditorium at 8
p.m. Tickets are $10.

:==

~B

•

Comedian John Rizzo
will perform at the Comedy
Zone at 8:30 p.m.
and 10:30 p.m.
Admission is $8.
You must be 21 or

Emory Leeson
(Dudley Moore)
and Kathy Burgess
(Daryl Hannah) star
in the Paramount
Pictures release
'Crazy People,'
a film flop about
honesty in
advertising.
Paramount PICtw..

decides to be honest with the consumer.
'IL AGREE 11-IE WORLD of advertising
Hts partner, Stephen Bachman
does have a different set of rules
(Paul Riser) cannot believe his ears
Rated: R
than most ofAmerica, but to make a
when Emory tells him his new stratStarring: Dudley Moore,
film about it and do a such a lousy
egy. So after they get chewed out by
Daryl Hannah
job? Please.
their boss. Emmy is sent to a saniDirector: Tony Blll
Try stretching your imagination furtarium because of hls honest apther than a vigorously chewed six-pack
proach to advertising.
Key: *Awful **Poor ***Fair
of bubble gum. Now further. Get the
Here's where the plot thins. By
****Good *****Excellent
point?
accident. all the ofI-the-wall ads are
Some films look attractive on paper.
printed, ending up on billboards
Others need the screen to come to life. But how Crazy and inside magazines and newspapers. And unbelievaPeople slipped through the Hollywood strainer to find bly (not really). the campaign not only works but goes
life in the theaters is beyond the realm of normal through the roof with its success.
thought.
But Emory is having such a good stay at the sanitarCrazy People, in its simplest terms, is Madison ium, he doesn't want to leave when his company wants
Avenue goes to the sanitartum and becomes a major him back due to the ad's populartty. What's more,
disgrace.
Emory doesn't even want to write ads. OK. fine. Get the
Here we go: Burnt out ad .man, Emory Leeson
(Dudley Moore), is tired of lying for a living and
see CRAZY PEOPLE page 4
by Richard Eric Karman

Crazy People

I

*

older. Forreservations call 3513500. •
The
Southern Ballet
Theatre will perform Coppelia at
the Bob Carr Performing Arts Center at 1:00 p.m.
_...,...... • Actor I comedian Robert
~~. .._ Wuhl will appear at the
Comedy Zone at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
Tickets are $15 per person. Wuhl costarred in Batman and appeared in
Blaze and Bull Durham. • May Day In
the Park will be held.from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. in Loch Haven Park. Admission is
$3. Picnic food in the Early American
tradition will be sold, and entertainment
Will be free all day. •The Ramones will
appear in concert at Visage.

Mission U .K. lacks musical talent

•

'Carved in Sand' not worth the money for bad vocals, worse lyrtcs
The Charts
Week ending April 20, 1990.

· Top Ten Albums
1. Rhythm Nation
Janet Jackson
2. Soul Provider
Michael Bolton
3. Cosmic Thing
B-52's

4. Forever Your Girl
Paula Abdul
5. Nick of Time
Bonnfe Raitt
6. Back on the Block
Quincy Jones
7. Cry Like·a Rainstorm,
Howl Like the Wind

Linda Ronstadt
8 . ... But, Seriously
Phi~Colllns

9. Girl You Know It's
True

MllllVanllll
10. Full Moon Fever
Tom Petty
C1990 BH/boord magazine

• Caroed In Sand
Artist: The Mission U.K.
Producer: Tim Palmer
Label: PolyGram

I

YOU LIKE Milli Van1lli
then you'll probably love
The Mission U.K. Yes,
· now there's a band for all of
you who aren't interested in
musical talent.
I really shouldn't call
them "progressive," then I'd ·
be insulting good groups
like the Cure and the Psychedelic Furs.
The Mission U.K. is more
F

of a regressive or pseudoprogressive band.
However, they're not all
bad. The lead and bass
guitars, keyboards and
drums are pretty good, but
without decent vocals or
lyrics a band tends to fall
apart.
Not to say that the lyrics
are bad: they sucked. In
one ·song, ' "Belief," they
state how Jesus Christ
doesn't exist, and two songs
later, in "Lovely," they say
they believe in heaven and
angels.
So they're either Jewish
or confused (or both).
Also, the lyrics are most
redundant and sound very
pop.
The vocals sound pretty
bad too.
His voice (I say "his" because they don't specify the
lead singer on the LP) is very
monotonous and lacks any
tonal depth whatsoever,
except in one song, "Butter-

Qy on a Wheel." This is also
the best cut off the LP,
Shadowfax
which really isn't saying
much.
May 3, Shadowfax will appear in conI got the idea the only
cert at the Peabody Hotel. • May 4,
reason "he" sings lead voSteel Magnolias will open at the Annie
cals is because he sounds
Russel Theatre at Rollins College. It will
progressive.
show through May 12. For show times
What is progressive, you
and ticket information call 646-2145. •
ask?
May 6, The Greater Orlando Third
Take a listen to any of the _ Annual Walk for Hunger will begin at
bands on the college market
1:30 p.m. at the First Presbyterian
these days. You're bound to
Church on the corner of Magnolia and
hear it, folks.
Church' downtown. • May 9, Oingo
The exception that we are
Boingo will be in concert at Visage.
dealing with here is that the
lead vocalist in this case
just isn't very good.
Overall the LP sounded
pretty bad.
John Citrone
Margaret Jennings
The heat's good but
Assistant Editor
Editor
leaves the feeling of a bad
acid trip.
Lara E. Hutchison
Production Manager
I wouldn't spend my
money on it.
Confetti, ls published by The Central Florida
In fact, I probably
FUlure, the student newspaper of the University of
wouldn't even spend your
Central Florida. Send all correspondence to:
money on it.
Corifetti c/o The Central Florida FUture, P.O. Box

Confetti

- Mark Thomas

25000, University of Central Florida, Orlando,
Florida 32816.
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10% OFF
ON ANY PURCHASE OF
$5.00 OR MORE
AT

'Dragon S ~a{m!
HURRY!!
OFFER EXPIRES ON
5/31/90!
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"The first time I went to a nudist club,
children."
it
was
my husband's idea," George said.
shuns
the
rebellious
stereGraves
FROM PAGE 1
"He really had to coax me into it. Then,
otype placed on nudists by society.
lived here," Ted said. "There never has
"Just because you're a nudist, we were driving through Uie park and I
been a problem with it. There's a lot of doesn't necessarily mean you're a lib- thought 'this is really neat. What took
people who don't like people to know be- eral," he said. "You can't just put labels me so long to do this?"'
cause of what their friends might think. on us because of what we do. There's
George now finds nudism a truly enBut I've never had any problems. People ecologists here, republicans, in fact, the joyable lifestyle. "Once you get inwill be curious and ask questions like worst racist I've ever met was a nudist. volved, it's the most relaxed atmos'do you r.un around naked?' People To be a nudist, you don't necessarily phere. I'm me. No sex, no money, no
think it's neat but that's about it."
have to have an open mind, but it clothes. Just me."
The men are usually the ones who
Others are not as fortunate as Ted. helps."
initiate the idea of nudism to the
Steve Graves, an electrical engifemale, according to Hadley.
neer who has been a nudist for
"Males are the aggressors," he
four years, had to break the
"People who are
mold that his parents had set for
said. "We have many more inhim.
nudists are free from quiries from males than f emales. But I've found, in 40
"My father is a preacher," said
covering their bodies. years of nudism, that the female
Graves, who frequents Cypress
Cove as a weekend member. "He
that resists the most becomes
They've not only
the most avid nudists once they
doesn't approve of it. They acaccepted their own get through the gate."
cept me - I am always honest
"The Gate," or the entrance of
with them. But there are other
bodies, but others'
Cypress Cove, has gained quite
professionals who are conwell, with all their
cerned with prejudice, particua reputation. The entire par~ is
larly the teachers and adminissurrounded
by a twenty-foot
faults."
trators."
solid metal fence. The front gate
is blocked by the same wall. It is
Graves has dealt with the
Jim Hadley
somewhat menacing t o see from
· strongest moral codes and still
nudist
the outside. "The gate is like the
finds the experience of nudism
enjoyable.
last frontier," Ted said. "Once a
person gets past it, they're in. If
'"Christianity has people believing that they are obscene. In tum,
The lack of an open mind may be det- they get up the nerve to actually come
they have a lower self-esteem. They are rimental both inside and outside of the in, usually, most people go nude withless confident. Being a nudist, there's nudist community. Charlene George, a out any problem. They get here, and it's
no reason to feel insecure. Nudists are nudist of 11 years, was a perfect ex- so much nicer, so much more relaxed
veiy honest and trusting, especially the ample of the '"apprehensive nudist. "
than they expected."
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DRINKING &
DRIVING CAUSES
DOUBLE· VISION.

DRINKING &
DRIVING CAUSES
DOUBLE VISION.

Don't drink and drive. A public service announcement by MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving).

CRAZY PEOPLE
FROMPAGE2
patients at the sanitarium to
write them. They do, and
fastefthan you can say, "key
to the executive men's room",
the agency hires the "crazy
people" to write more ads.
I thought I was going to see
a film, but instead, I witnessed a gross display of the
theoiy of advertising. Its attempt at humor is abhorrent.
and eveiy character is linear.
Even more refuse is dished
out as .the ad campaigns
presented are a travesty.
Crazy People is a lifeless
shambles. It's romantic plot
features possibly the greatest mismatch Df a couple:
Moore and Daryl Hannah.
When it came to creating
personalities for the "crazy
people," the dice were rolled
and came up snake eyes.
Stale dialogue and obscure
character backgrounds force
this bunch into the "whogtves-a-(fill in the blank)"
categoiy.
In fact, you'd have more
fun by going to the restroom
and flinging wet toilet paper
on the ceiling.
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GET IN SHAPE FOR SUMMER WITH
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I STUDENT SUMMER SEMESTER SPECIAL
I
$75 THREE MONTH SPECIAL*
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•
*AEROBICS
CARDIOVASCULAR

* TRAINING
* &SHOWERS
PRIVATE LOCKERS
* BODY BUlLDING
* WEIGHT LOSS
* FITNESS TESTING

TRAINING
SPRINr CIRCUIT
TRAINING
*SUNTAN BEDS
SELF DEFENSE CL.ASSES
*CHILDCARE

*

*

CALL NOW FOR THIS & OTHER
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

BOOKSTORE

University
Bookstore

6615 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Fl. 32807
COUPON NOT VALID

WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
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CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF

Saturday, May 5th
7:30 A.M.
- 4:30 P.M.
.
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
275-2355

•

658-8000
*MUST PRESENT
THIS COUPON &
STUDENT l.D.

Will Be Open On

Graduation
Day

•

TOTAL FITNESS FACILITY FOR
MEN&WOMEN

_I

**PERSONALIZED
FREE WEIGHTS

UNIVERSITY

I

1990

Let Us Help You Celebrate This
Special Occasion In Your Life.

•

•

Dinner Reservations

862-4410

'

Orlando's Place
for
Special Occasions

•

••

